
Cops and Robbers has moved!
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Yes, it's true, I am no longer posting Cops and Robbers on this site. Please read to see why and what
you can do!
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1 - Nyah

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/loose.dtd"&gt;
<html>
<head>
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Content-Type" CONTENT="text/html; charset=iso-8859-15">
<META NAME="GENERATOR" CONTENT="wvWare/wvWare version 1.2.1">
<title>
Ok peeps, here's the deal
</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text="#000000" link="#0000ee" vlink="#551a8b">

<!--Section Begins--><br>

<p><div name="Normal" align="left" style=" padding: 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm; ">

<p style="text-indent: 0.00mm; text-align: left; line-height: 4.166667mm; color: Black; background-color:
White; ">
Ok peeps, here's the deal. I HATE FAC right now because it's being a dog and hates me. I tried to
update the new chapter, only to find that when I uploaded it as an htm, it had weird symbol crap going
on. So, I attempted to try it as a doc, but then there where giant gray spaces (like this). Finally, out of
frustration, I hit delete, figuring it would delete the crappy looking chapter. But, lo and behold, it deleted
the whole story. But I really don't feel like going and reloading all the damn chapters because a) there
are a lot of them and b) they'll look shootty like the new chapter was. And, because of other things such
as a) not being able to see my own damn stories, b) always having to change the damn filters and c) its
overall crappeh-ness, I'm pretty much giving up on uploading stories here. If my scanner ever starts
working again, I may start adding artwork again, but otherwise, forget it. I'm only really using FAC to
watch some of the artists here that I can't on DA nowadays.
</p></div>

<p><div name="Normal" align="left" style=" padding: 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm 0.00mm; ">

<p style="text-indent: 0.00mm; text-align: left; line-height: 4.166667mm; color: Black; background-color:
White; ">
Do not fret though!! The story will continue; just on another site. Basically, go get an account at
fanfiction.net. I'm currently posting my story over there and all my new stories will be there as well,
because FF isn't a dog. I'm posting my FF account on my profile, so go and check it out, but for anyone
who's curious my user name is yaoi-rox-me-sox. Also, if there's a story that isn't on my FF account that

http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40/loose.dtd&quot;&gt


you want to be there, let me know by emailing me at <a
href="mailto:yaoi_rox_me_sox@yahoo.com"><font
color="Blue"><u>yaoi_rox_me_sox@yahoo.com</u></font></a> Thank you all for your support here, it
made my time on FAC before the remodel absolutely wonderful. I can't thank you all enough and
desperately hope you check me out on FF. I love you all so much, you wouldn't believe!! Please see me
on FF!!!
</p></div>

<!--Section Ends-->

<!--
<hr>
<address>
<a href="http://wvware.sourceforge.net/"><img
src="wvSmall.gif" height=31 width=47
align=left border=0 alt="wvWare"></a>
<a href="http://validator.w3.org/check/referer"><img
src="vh40.gif" height=31 width=88
align=right border=0 alt="Valid HTML 4.0!"></a>
Document created with <a href="http://wvware.sourceforge.net/">wvWare/wvWare version
1.2.1</a><br>
</address>
-->
</body>
</html>
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